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On June 23, 1976, Donald S. Fredrickson, Director, National Institutes of
Health, announced publication of guidelines[1] designed to eliminate or minimize any potentially hazardous consequences of what has been called recombinant DNAresearch. The guidelines were subsequently published in the
United States Government publication, the Federal Register (Part II for

7 July 1976).

The promulgated guidelines are the result of a year and a half of intensive
work by the NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee*
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(hereafter called the Advisory Committee) as well as consideration of a variety
of views expressed to the Directoreither in writing or at a public hearing in
February 1976. A summary ofthe history of the developmentof the guidelines
as well as the various views expressed by many commentators is given in the

Director s Decision Statement{1], which accompanied publication of the
guidelines.

For the purposes of the guidelines recombinant DNA experiments are de-

fined as those involving molecules that consist of different segments of DNA
which have been joined together in cell-free systems, and which have the

capacity to infect and replicate in somehost cell, either autonomously or as
an integrated part of the host s genome.Fig.1 depicts a generalized recombinant DNA experimentand definescertain terms as they are used in the
guidelines.
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Fig.1. A typical recombinant DNA experiment.

At the upperleft is a cell containing chromosomal DNA andseveral smail
independent genetic elements. These small independent DNA molecules are
isolated from thecell and serve as one portion of the recombined DNA,the
segment termed the vector. Such elements may be circular DNA molecules
such as plasmids, or viral DNAs, and they can be cleaved, as shown,byrestriction endonuclease (or by other means) to yield linear duplex DNA
strands with either sticky ends, or ends that can be madesticky by appropriate modification. In most experiments, the recombinant DNAwill finally be
reinserted into cells of the same species from which the vector was isolated.
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It is the genetic information encoded in the DNAofthe vector which ultimately will be responsible for the continued existence and replication of the
recombined DNAin therecipientcell. At the upper right of Fig.1 another
cell is shown as a rectangle. This cell will serve as the source of DNA to be

joined to the vector. This DNA is termed the foreign DNA,andthe rectangular cell can represent a cell from any living species. As shown here, the

foreign DNA might contain chromosomal DNAor independent DNAele-

ments, or both. It too can be cleaved to yield fragments of various lengths

with sticky ends, or ends that can be madesticky. The foreign DNAfragments are then joined to the vector DNA,usually by duplex formation at
the sticky ends, followed by closure of the internucleotide bonds with polynucleotide ligase. The recombinant DNA is subsequently inserted into a
recipient cell, which is called the host. Again, the hostcell will mostlikely

be of the samespecies as that used for the isolation of the vector. Thecells

are then placed under conditions where either they or the recombined DNA
can replicate.

In the experiments discussed in the guidelines the host cells are generally

single living cells, either microorganisms such as bacteria, or animal or plant

cells grown as single cells in tissue culture.

General principles. The guidelines start with a statement of general princi-

ples and these are consistent with the general conclusions published in the
report of the International Conference on Recombinant DNAat Asilomar,
California, in February of 1975(2]. (1) Thefirst principle is that there are

certain experiments which, in the light of currently available information,

may be judged to present potential hazards of so serious a nature, that they
should not be attempted at this time. (2) A large group of feasible experiments appear to poselesser or no potential hazard, and can therefore be performed provided that the information to be obtained, or the practical benefits anticipated, cannot be obtained by conventional methods, and provided
that appropriate safeguards for containment of potentially hazardous organismsare incorporated into the design and execution of the experiment.
(3) The more serious the nature of any possible hazardous event, the

more stringent should be the safeguards against escape of the potentially
hazardous agents. The safeguards should be at least as stringent as those
generally used to handle the most hazardous parent of the recombinant.

Since the potential hazards and their estimation are conjectural and specula-

tive, the levels of containment required for potentially hazardous organisms

should be set high initially, and modified only when there is substantial relevant information to advise such modifications. (4) The guidelines are to
be reviewed at least annually in order to account for new information.
Containment methods. Three approachesto the problem of containing
potentially hazardous organisms form the basis of the safeguards recommended
by the guidelines. Each of the three may be viewed as setting up barriers to
the dissemination of potentially hazardous organisms from the laboratory
situation, and as setting up barriers between the laboratory worker and the
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organisms. Two of these approachesinvolve the limitation of the actual physical escape of the organisms, and are referred to as physical containment. The
first such approachis the set of standard microbiological practices, that have
been developed over a period of manyyears, and ate widely used for handling
pathogenic organisms both in research andclinical laboratories. In the hands
of well trained personnel, these procedures have proven to be effective in
safeguarding both the worker and the environment from the spread of pathogenic agents. The second approach to physical containmentinvolves the use
of special kinds of equipmentand facilities (1) to limit spread of aerosols,
(2) for decontamination and containmentof laboratory air and wastes, and
(3) limitation of access to laboratories. As with the standard microbiological
techniques the type of equipment andfacilities are not new, but have been

developed and used previously for containment of known pathogenic organisms.
The guidelines go into some detail concerning the practices and facilities

required for physical containment: four levels of physical containment are
specified. They are termed P1, P2, P3 and P4 in the document, in the order
of increasing levels of containment. P1, the lowest level, consists of the use of

the standard microbiological practices mentioned before. The P2 and the next

higherlevel P3, each require special procedures and facilities (includingverti-

cal laminar flow biological safety cabinets and laboratories maintained at
lower air pressure than the surrounding building) designed to limit to increasing extents any possible accidental escape of potentially hazardous
organisms. Finally, P4, the maximumlevel of containment requires sophisticated andisolated facilities designed for maximum containment. Each of the
levels, P2 through P4, assumes that the techniques demandedby P1, the
standard microbiological practices, will be followed. Furthermore, for each
level, relevant training of personnel is mandatory. Thetraining is to include

the nature of the potential hazards, the technical manipulations, and instruc-

tion in the biology of the relevant organisms and systems. Specific emergency
plans, to be used incase of accident, are required and serological monitoring,
where appropriate, is to be provided. Thethird approach to the problem of containing potentially hazardous
organisms within the laboratory is the use of biological barriers. Biological
containmentis defined as the use of host cells and vectors with limited abili-

ty to survive outside of very special and fastidious laboratory conditions that
are unlikely to be encountered by escaped organismsin natural environments.
Biological containmentis an integral part of the experimental design, since
the host and vectorwill need to be chosen, in any given experiment, with a

view both to the purpose of the experiment and to containment. The guide-

lines stress that physical and biologic containment procedures are complementary to one anothereach oneserving to control any possible failure in
the other. The use of bothin a given experiment affords muchhigherlevels
of containmentthan either one alone. Therefore, the guidelines always recommendboth « particular level of physical containment, anda level of bio-
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logical containment for any given experiment. The guidelines explicitly re-

cognize that novel techniques which enhance physical and biological containmentcapabilities are likely to be evolved as research proceeds and may reduce
the needs for the standard physical containment procedures. Such innovations
are to be considered as part of the on-going review of the guidelines for appropriate revision.

Publication. The guidelines recommendthat publications describing work

on recombinant DNAincludea description of the containment procedures
used,
Experiments to be deferred. Thefirst class of experiments described in the

guidelines are those which are not to be carried out at the present time. While
it may be argued that a combination of P4 physical containmentand a high
level of biological containment could essentially contain these recombinants,
the magnitude of the possible dangers, were containment to fail, dictates that
these experiments be deferred. This class of experiments includes the follow-

ing.

(1) Any experiments in which a portion of the recombinant DNA derives
from pathogenic organismslisted underclasses 3, 4 and 5 of the document
entitled Classification of Etiologic Agents on the Basis of Hazard, as published

by the Center for Disease Control (CDC), United States Public Health
Service or from oncogenic virusesclassified by the National Cancer Institute
as moderate risk. The CDC documentcategorizes naturally occurring orga-

nisms and viruses known to be pathogenic to man andagriculturally important species on a scale of increasing hazard, going from 1 to 5. Class 5 agents
are excluded from the U.S. by law. Class 4 includes such agents as wild type
smallpox virus, wild type yellow fever virus, Herpesvirus simiae, and Lassa
virus, Class 3 includes Brucella, arboviruses and agents causing encephalitis,
psittacosis agents, Rickettsiae and vesicular stomatitis virus. Class 2 includes

agents which may produce diseases of varying degrees of severity if acciden-

tally inoculated into iaboratory workers, but which are considered normally
containable by standard laboratory practices. Examples of class 2 agents are

various species of Salmonella, agents causing amoebic dysentery, and mumps,
measles and rubella viruses. Class 2 agents may be used in recombinant DNA
experiments. The NCIclassifies agents such as feline sarcoma and leukemia
viruses, and woolly monkey fibrosarcoma virus as moderate risk.

(2) Deliberate formation of recombinants containing the genes for toxins
of very high toxicity. Examples of this class are botulinus toxin or diphtheria
toxin, and venomsfrom insects and snakes.

(3) Deliberate creation from plant pathogens of recombinant DNAsthat

are likely to increase either the virulence of the pathogenic material or the
range of species susceptible to the disease.

(4) Certain of the possible beneficial applications of DNA recombinant

research involve the creation of organisms with the ability to carry out useful
environmental functions. Release of such organisms into the environment
mayat somepoint be required to test their efficacy, and certainly to make
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use of them. The guidelines state that deliberate release of any organisms
containing a recombinant DNA molecule is not to be undertaken at present.

(5) Transfer of a drug resistance trait to microorganisms that are not known

to acquire it naturally if such acquisition could compromise the use of a drug
to control disease agents in human orveterinary medicine or agriculture.
(6) Experiments must be limited in scale to quantities of fluid less than |

101 with recombinant DNAs known to make harmful products. The guidelines state that the Advisory Committee may make exceptions to this rule
for particular experiments deemedto be of direct societal benefit if appropriate equipmentis used.

The use of bacterial hosts and vectors, Recognizingthe relation between

the host-vector system required by the experiment and the design of suitable
biological containment, experiments using the samehost-vector system are
grouped together. At present, the system of choice for many experiments is
the commonlaboratory bacterium, E. coli strain K12, and independent
genetic elements (plasmids and bacteriophage) known to reside or replicate
in this strain. There are several factors contributing to this conclusion.

Strain K12 has been studied extensively and can be readily manipulated for
recombinant DNA experiments. This same extensive experience and ease of

manipulation permits modification of £. coli K12 and the vectors by classical

genetic techniques, for the purpose of establishing biological containment.
The guidelines also discuss arguments against the use of E. coli K12, in parti-

cular the intimate association of various other strains of E. coli with humans.

Forthis reason the guidelines urge that efforts be made to develop alternate
bacterial host-vector systems. For this reason also, the guidelines recommend
the cautious use of Z. coli K12 host-vector systems.
The nature and mannerof achieving biological containment with this system
is described in the guidelines. E. coli K12 appears to be harmlessitself, it does
not usually either establish itself in the normal bowel, or multiply significantly
in the alimentary tract. These facts suggest that accidental ingestion of a small

numberof bacteria by a laboratory worker would notresult in extensive

spread of the bacterium outside the laboratory. The normal situation may be
altered when people are either taking antibiotics, or have certain abnormal
digestive conditions and it is recommended that such individuals refrain from
work for the duration of the abnormal situation. However, while E. coli K12
does notestablish itself as a growingstrain in normal bowels, it does remain
alive during its passage through the tract. Therefore transfer of plasmid or

bacteriophage vectors containing foreign DNA from the original FE. coli K12

host to bacteria resident in the intestines or bacteria encountered after excre-

tion must be considered. The guidelines specify the use of nonconjugative

plasmidsas vectors in recombinantresearch, because they cannot promote

their own transfer. Howevertransfer of a resident nonconjugative plasmid is

possibie in nature if the recombinant-containing host acquires a conjugative

plasmid that is derepressed for transfer. For any given host-plasmid combination used in a recombinant DNA experimentit will be necessary to assess the
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possibilities for transfer of the recombinant DNAin order to evaluate the
degree of biological containment. While we are missing some relevantinformation, the available data suggest that the probability of transfer can be quite
low, depending on the particular nonconjugative plasmid used, on whether
or not the conjugative plasmid is repressed with respect to expression of
donorfertility, and on the viability of the host cell in natural environments.
With certain known and useful plasmids, triparental matings involvingfirst
the acquisition of a conjugative plasmid and second,transfer of the nonconjugative plasmid to a third cell occur at frequencies that are less than onein

10° andin fact are usually undetectable under laboratory conditions designed
to resemble natural conditions. Host-vector systems made upof E. coli K12

and such plasmids therefore appear to have only very limited ability to spread
recombinant DNA molecules.

Analogousconsiderations apply when bacteriophage are to be used as vec-

tors for foreign DNA. Bacteriophage vectors could be spread either as mature
phage, or in cells either lysogenic for the phage or carrying the phage asa
plasmid. The bacteriophage lambda can be used toillustrate relevant considera.
tions since this widely studied bacteriophage is most likely to be used forrecombinant experiments at the present time.
Consideringfirst escape as a phage particle, lambdais sensitive to the
acidity of the stomach andis likely to be destroyed there. Normal intestinal

strains of E. coli are usually not susceptible to infection by lambda andin

fact, susceptible strains are rare in nature. Further, in at least one case, inges-

- tion of 10'! lambda particles yielded no detectable lambdain resulting feces.
Lambda is also readily destroyed by dryingin air. Dissemination of lambda
recombinants through lysogen formation, a frequent event with susceptible
E. coli strains, can be minimized by use of mutant varieties of lamba which
lack genes necessary for lysogen formation: with such phage the frequency
of integration into the host chromosomeis reduced to 10°5 or 10°. Finally,
conversion of lambda DNAto a stable plasmidis also a relatively unlikely
event, occurring at a frequency of about 10°.
Considering then the properties of E. coli K12, as well as those of the

existing plasmid and bacteriophage vectors, the proposed guidelines conclude

that, using such host-vector systems, recombinant DNAs are unlikely to be
spread by the ingestion or dissemination of the few hundred or thousand
bacteria, such as might be involved in laboratory accidents, given standard
microbiological practice. Therefore, these existing systems, and analogous
combinationsof E. coli K12 with other vectors and bacteriophagesare judged

to offer a moderate level of biological containment and are defined as EK1,
the lowest level of biological containment for experiments with E. coli
systems. Other prokaryote host-vector systems need to be evaluated using

the samegeneral principles as those applied to the E. coli K12 situation.
As with physical containmentlevels, increasing numbers specify increasing
levels of biological containmentfor E. coli systems. The next levelis called
EK2. EK2 host-vector combinations must be demonstrated to provide a high
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level of biological containmentby suitable laboratory tests. They are obtained by genetic modification of either E. coli K12 host cells or the relevant
plasmids and bacteriophage or both. More specifically, the guidelines state
that in order to qualify as EK2 the modified system composedof derivatives

of E. coli K12 combined with a particular vector should not.permit survival
of a genetic marker carried on thevectorin other than specially designed
laboratory environments at a frequency greater than 10°. Various examples
of the types of necessary modifications are suggested in the guidelines. For
example, modifications of the host might be mutations whichresult in

special nutritional requirements for growth or sensitivity to naturally oc-

curring materials such as bile salts, or elimination of nost-controlled restric-

tion and modification. Suggested modifications of plasmid vectors include

mutations making essential plasmid functions sensitive to normal body tem-

peratures or dependent on a specific host. Mutations which make native

phage particles containing a recombinant DNA unstable in natural environments and therefore unlikely to infect new E. coli cells should they escape
can be considered.

Oneadditional level of contained £. coli host-vector systems is defined in
the guidelines and is called EK3. EK3 systems are EK2 systems for which the

specified containment properties have been demonstrated not only by micro-

biological and genetic analysis but by appropriate tests in animals including
humans or primates and other relevant environments.
EK2 and EK3 host vector systems must be certified as such by the Director of
NIH,after evaluation and recommendation by the Advisory Committee.
Detailed data on the relevant properties of the system must be submitted for
consideration by the Committee. Thus far (January, 1977) the following

EK2 systems have been certified: E. coli strain x1776 with either plasmid

pSC101 or plasmid pCR1, a derivative of colE1, and one lambda phagederivative
[3]. Several other phage lambdaderivatives, to be used in conjunction vith

specified partially disarmed E. coli K12 host cells, are under consideration by

the Committee. No EK3 systems have been submitted for certification as yet.

Information concerningcertified systems and their availability can be obtained
from the office mentionedin ref.1 [4].
Classification of experiments currently permissible with E. coli K12 host-

vector systems

Having defined the several levels of physical containment and biological

containmentthe specific recommendations for experiments using the E. coli

K12 host-vector systems can be described. Each type of experimentis assigned
both a physical containmentlevel, that is a P level, and a biological containmentlevel, that is an EK level and the particular combination of the two

reflects the severity of the estimated potential hazard. The Guidelines are

organized, for the E. coli systems, accordingto the source and nature of the
foreign DNA,as outlined in Fig.2. A sample of DNA containing essentially
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Fig.2. Source and nature of the foreign DNA.

all the genetic information.of an organism can be isolated and fragmented.
If the experimentinvolves such a mixture of DNA fragments,it is referred

to as a shotgun and will call for a certain level of containment. Experiments
involving such mixtures of DNA fragments are assumed to beofrelatively

high potential hazard becauseofthe greater likelihood of unknownandtherefore
maybe hazardousgenes being introduced into a recipient cell compared to experiments with a single, highly purified fragment. Purified fragments containing
mainly genes whose properties are known andare not harmful, offer less

potential hazard than a shotgun experiment. In someinstances the foreign
DNAwill itself be derived from extrachromosomal genetic elements. Such

extrachromosomal elements include the DNA of animal viruses, plant viruses,

other eukaryote organelles such as mitochondria and chloroplasts, as well as

prokaryote plasmids or bacteriophages, of the same type used as vectors.
Each of these cases is treated separately in the guidelines. The prokaryote
sourcesare treated differently, depending on whetherthe source of the
foreign ? DNA is an organism that does or does not exchangegenetic information with E. coli in nature.
Guidelines for experiments with E. coli host-vector systems. Table I shows
the containment required for shotgun experiments when the foreign DNAis

a mixture of fragments derived from eukaryotes. The physical and biological
containmentis listed for various possible DNA sources: both must be used as
they complement each other. For example, DNA from primates requires the
most stringent containment, since the estimated potential hazard either from
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TABLE I
Guidelines for experiments with E. coli host-vector systems using foreign DNA derived
from eukaryotes.

Shotgun experiments

Containment
Foreign DNA source

Physical

Primates

P3

Embryonic

Other mammals

Birds

Cold-blooded vertebrates

Embryonic

Toxin

Lower eukaryotes

If pathogenic or toxigenic
Plants
If pathogenic or toxigenic

P4

P3
P3

P3
P2

P2

:P3
P2

P3
P2
P3

Biological

or

EK3

EK2

EK2

EK2

EK2

EK2

EK1

EK2

EK1

EK2
EK1
EK2

genes that might function in humans with untoward effects, or from pathoge-

nic viral] DNAs residing in primate tissue is judged to be most serious. The ex-

periments require either P3 and EK3, or P4 and EK2,and it should be recalled that only the latter combination, P4 and EK2,is feasible at present

and even then only at the limited numberof P4 facilities. Another point of

interest is that in twoinstances, primates and cold blooded vertebrates, con-

tainment requirements are lower if the DNA is isolated from embryonictissue, or germ line material, since such material is less likely to be contaminated
by pathogenic viruses or other adventitious agents than is adult tissue. Thus,
if the foreign DNAis fromcold-blooded vertebrates, P2 and EK2 are required
but P2 and EK1 can. be used if the DNA is from embryonic or germ linetis-

sues. If the cold bloodedvertebrate is known to produce:a potent toxin, P3
and EK2 must be used. In someinstances, lower eukaryotes for example, the
guidelines require moreorless stringent conditions depending on whetheror
not the source offoreign DNA is known. to be pathogenic or toxigenic, or
might be infected withapathogen, or isknown to. make a harmful product.
Table II summarizesthe guidelines forshotgun experiments whenthe
source of the DNAis a prokaryotic organism. First, those prokaryotes which.
are known to exchange genetic informationwith E. coli in nature are considered. The containment requirements are low for this group andvary with
the pathogenicity of thesource of foreizn DNA. Whenthe source offoreign
DNAis.aprokaryotethat does. notnaturally exchange.genetic material with

E. coli, thecontainmentrecommendations: ehigh.It'isass med. that'the.
more:similartheDNAsofdonor and.host,
greater:the:probability.Ofex- pression of foreign:DNA;or of.possible.derepressionofhostgenes.In:those
cases where the donor:exchangesDNA: with:E.coliinnature;it is:unlikely |
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TABLE II
Guidelines for experiments with E. coli host-vector systems using DNA derived from

prokaryotes. Shotgun experiments

Containment

Foreign DNA source

Physical

Biological

Pl
Pp2

EK1
EK1-EK2>

Prokaryotes:

Exchangers

Class 1 (CDC)*
Class 2 (CDC)

Plant pathogens
**Non-exchangers
Class 1 (CDC)
Class 2 (CDC)
Plant pathogen

P2
P2

P3

P3
P3

EK1-EK2>

r

°

EK2

EK1

EK2
EK2

® CDC réfers to the classification of Etiologic Agents on the Basis of Hazard,as Published
by the Center for Disease Control (CDC), United States Public Health Service.
> EK1 or EK2, depending on whetherthespecies is of low or moderate pathogenicity.

that recombination experiments will create new genetic combinations, never

tested by nature. When prokaryote donors not known to exchange DNA
with £. coli in nature are used, however, there is a greater potential for new
genetic combinations to be formed and expressed.

Characterized clones obtained from shotgun experiments may not be as
potentially hazardousas the original mixture of cells. Cloning of the recipient host cell containing the DNA fragmentof interest will be one of the

normal aims of any recombinant experiment. The guidelines state that when

a clone has been obtained from a shotgun experiment, and has been rigorously characterized, and whenthere is sufficient evidence that it is free of harmful genes, then experiments involving the clone can be carried out under P1
and EK1 conditionsif the foreign DNA was from a species that exchanges
genes with E. coli in nature, and under P2 and EK1 conditionsif it does not.
Similarly, when the initial recombination involves a purified segment of
the foreign chromosomal DNA,rather than a mixture, the potential for
growth of a hazardous organism will be less, since the numberof clones that

must be examined to obtain the desired clone is markedly reduced. The
guidelines define purified (or enriched) as meaning that the desired segment
represents at least 99% of the total DNAin the preparation, by weight, and
further, they require-evidence that no harmful genes are present. Under such
circumstances heinvestigator may lower the containment conditions from

these recommendedfor shotgun experiments with DNA of the samesource,

either by one step in physical containmentor onestep in biological contain-
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ment. Thus, for example, shotgun experiments with DNA from birds require

P3 and EK2. ADNA fragment from birds that is free from harmful genes,

and purified to 99% purity prior to joining to a vector, wouldrequire either
P2 and EK2 or P3 and EK1.

Thefinal group of experiments utilizing Z. coli host-vector systems that

are considered are those in which the foreign DNAis itself from an extra-

chromosomal element. As indicated in Fig.2 it is assumed that such DNAis.
purified away from chromosomal DNAprior to recombination. Various possible sources of extrachromosomal DNAarelisted in Table III and the recom.
TABLE II
Guidelines for experiments with E. coli host-vector systems in which the foreign DNA
is from an extrachromosomal element
Containient
Foreign DNA source

Physical

Animal viruses

P4
P3

If cloned, free of

harmful genes

Plant viruses
Eukaryote organelles®
Primates
Other

Biological

or

P3
"

EK2
EK3
EK2

P3
p2

or

EK1
EK2

P3
P2
P2

or

EK1
EK2
EK1

Prokaryote (plasmids and phage)

Exchangers
Non-pathogens
Pathogen

Non-exchangers

Pi

.

As for shotgun

EK1

As for shotgun

® The organelle DNA mustbe purified from isolated organelles. Otherwise conditions
indicated for shotgun experiments apply.

mended combined containmentgiven. For example, DNA from all or part

of the genomeof an animal virus requires P4 physical containment and an
EK2 host vector system,or, alternatively, P3 and EK3. Whenthe recombi-

nants have been purified by cloning, and shown to be free of harmful regions
of the viral genome, then experiments can be moved to P3 and EK2.

When complementary DNAs (cDNA), synthesized in vitro from RNA pre-

parations, areused in recombination experiments, the containmentrequire-

ments areasdescribed for isolated DNApreparations. Thus, forexample,if
the cDNAis less than 99 per-centpure, shotgun conditions arerequired.
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Guidelines for experiments with animal host-vector systems. Many recom-

binant DNA experiments will involve the use of systems in which the host

cells are eukaryote cells grown as single cells in tissue culture: useful vectors
may include extrachromosomal DNA elements such as organelle DNA, or the

DNAof viruses that infect the particular cells of interest. Given the current

state of technology, viral DNAs are most likely to be used as vectors in the

near future. The cells themselves are fragile and fastidious and thereis litile

or no chancethat a living cell could escape from a laboratory in the way that
an E. coli cell might. Therefore containment considerations focus on the

viruses. Animal viruses can escape a laboratory in a viable form, especially
if laboratory workers become infected. There are two animal viruses whose
DNAsare, now, technically useful as vectors; polyoma and simian virus 40

(SV40). The cleavage of these molecules with restriction endonucleases has

been studied entensively. In their respective normal hosts, mouse for polyoma,
rhesus monkeys for SV40,neither virus causes a known disease. Polyoma does
not infect human cells grown as single cells in the lab and also does not appear
to infect humans, since humans exposed to polyoma do notproduceanti-

bodies. SV40 does infect both human cells grown as single cells in the laboratory, and whole human beings, as evidenced by the active production ofantibodies and the reports ofisolation of SV40 from humans. This virus contaminated the early Salk polio vaccines and millions of people were inadvertently inoculated with it in the middle 1950s. To date,there is no indication that

the recipients of the vaccine suffered any related difficulty. Both polyoma and
SV40 are oncogenic, that is they cause tumor formation in newborn small
laboratory mammals, and both can transform a variety of cells of mammalian
origin. They are classified as low risk oncogenic viruses by the National Cancer
Institute, and the viruses themselves must be handled under conditions equi-

valent to P2. Because SV40 infects human beings, and also because SV40
and related viruses have been isolated in connection with several human
disease states, the proposed guidelines assume that polyomainherently af-

fords a higherlevel of biological containment: therefore more stringent phy-

sical containmentis required for SV40 than for polyoma.
The guidelines require that the viral DNA used for recombination with a
foreign DNA mustitself be defective, thatis, its propagation as a virus must
be dependent onthe presenceofhelper virus which supplies the genes for the
missing functions. This helper can be another defective or an appropriate conditional lethal mutant virus. Alternatively the helper might be previously
integrated into the genomeof a stable line of host cells. The use of a non-

defective genomeas a helper is permissible if the alternatives are unavailable.
In certain kinds of experiments, no production of viral particles is required,

and no helper may be needed: biological containmentis inherently greater in
the absenceof virusparticles since, as pointed out before,cells themselves

are relatively easy to contain.

With these aspects of biological containmentin mind, the guidelines specify
required physical containmentfor these experiments, as summarized in
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Table IV. The particular levels of physical containment depend on the source
of the foreign DNA, whether defective polyoma or defective SV40is the
chosen vector, and finally on whetheror notvirus particles are produced.Consideringfirst experiments with defective polyoma vectors, under conTABLE IV
Guidelines for use of polyoma and SV40as vectors
Physical
containment
Foreign DNA

Polyoma

SvV40

P3

P4

Low pathogenicity

P4

_

Novirion production
Non-pathogen

P3

P3

With virion production
Non-pathogen

If purified, cloned, harmless

Low pathogenicity

P3

P3

P3

j

|

j

h

_

ditions where viral particles are produced... if the foreign DNA is from a

nonpathogenic agent, P3 conditions are required, even if the DNA fragment

was purified first and does not contain harmful genes. If the foreign DNAis
from an organism with low pathogenicity, P4 must be used until such time as
suitable tests indicate that only harmless genes are present and then experiments can be continued at the P3level. Still considering polyoma vectors, P3

conditions are required for experiments in which no virus particles are produced. When defective SV40is the vector, and virus particles are produced,
P4 conditions must be used and the foreign DNA must be from a nonpatho-

genic organism. Experiments can be donein P3 onlyafter extensive and specified

kindsofpurification of the DNA and demonstration that no genes for toxic
products are present. SV40 can not be used at all for experiments with DNA
from pathogenic organisms. When no SV40virusparticles are produced, ex-

periments with recombinants derived from nonpathogenic agents can be
carried out in P3 conditions.

Guidelines for experiments with plant host vector systems. The Guidelines

also contain recommendations for experiments in whichplantcells will serve
as hosts for recombinant DNA.Thecells mightbe single plant cells grown
underlaboratory conditions, or seedlings, plant parts, or small whole plants.

This is in fact the only instance where the guidelines address the question of
recombinant DNA experiments with whole organisms. Directions are given
for modification of the specifications for P1, P2, and P3physical containmentin order to provide conditions appropriate for work with plants.
Vectors for use in experiments with plants include plant organelle DNA
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such as the DNA ofchloroplasts, and DNA ofviruses of low pathogenicity

andrestricted host range. These vectors offer moderate levels of biological

containment, and the guidelines specify the physical containmentlevels outlined in Table V. As before, the requirements are organized according to the
TABLE V
Experiments with plant host-vector systems

Source of foreign DNA

Physical

containment

Species in which vector can replicate
If harmful products possible

P2
P3

Otherspecies
Foreign DNA purified (99%), and
no harmful genes

P2

Foreign DNA not purified, and no
harmful genes
Foreign DNA contains harmful genes

P3
P4

source of the foreign DNA.If the foreign DNAis derived from a species in

which the vector DNA is known to be able to replicate, P2 conditionsare required, unless the source of foreign DNAis pathogenic or produces products
dangerousto plants... then P3 is required. If the foreign DNA is derived from

a species in which the vector is not known to replicate then more stringent
requirements govern and vary from P2 to P4 depending on whether the DNA
is purified, and whetherit contains harmful genes.
Other host-vector systems. Theoretically, there are a variety of organisms,

both prokaryotes and lower eukaryotes such as fungi and yeast which will be

interesting and useful hosts for experiments with recombinant DNAs. Some
may offer the special advantage of not infecting humans, animals or important

ecological niches. However, a variety of technical developments are needed
before useful vectors are available for these systems. The growth characieristics of such hosts indicate that containment problemswill be like those for
E. coli K12 hosts. The guidelines urge development of these systems and
point out that the detailed recommendations madefor E. coli K12 systems
can be used as a guide in determining biological and physical containment

requirements for these syste.as when that is required.

Implementation of the Guidelines. The guidelines contain a large section

defining the roles and responsibilities of individuals and institutions in

assuring compliance with required containment levels. The procedures, as

described, are primarily directed at grantees of the National Institutes of
Health. Similar procedures are in force for work carried out within the NIH

laboratories themselves, and for work carried out under contract arrangements with the NIH.
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The principal investigator is required to assess.any potential biohazards, to
institute appropriate safeguards and procedures, to minimize effectsof possible accidents by planning, to train and inform all personnel, to report any _
serious or extendedillness of a worker or any accidents, andall of these must

be carried out on a continuing basis. Thus, the primary responsibility for conducting experiments according to the guidelines is in his hands. Further, in

applying for grants to carry out experiments with recombinant DNA, the
investigator must include an estimate of the potential biohazards as well as

a statement as to the containment procedures that will be used. The application mustinclude certification as to the existence and availability of appro-

priate facilities, procedures, and training. The guidelines indicate that institutions in which recombinant DNA experiments are carried outmust establish

biohazard committees which can serve to examine equipmentandfacilities
and certify their compliance with the requirements. Such committees will

also serve as a source of advice and reference on physical containmentfacilities, on properties of biological containment, and on training of personnel.
According to the proposed guidelines review ofthe certification and of
the investigator s judgment concerning the extent of potential hazard and
the required containment would be by NIH study sections, during the normal

scientific review of the application. The guidelines leave flexible the question
of resolving any differences between the evaluation of the investigator and

that of the study section. The guidelines do state, however, that in instances
where resolution of differences cannot be made, the matter should be re-

ferred to the Advisory Committee or the NIH Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities.
Application of the guidelines to work not supported by the National

Institutes of Health. Several agencies of the U.S. government other than the
National Institutes of Health provide support for biological and medical

research. Some of these agencies are currently, or may in the future, sponsor

recombinant DNA experiments.Adoption of the NIH guidelines is being considered by these agencies. At this writing (January, 1977) the following have

stated that the Guidelines will be applicable to their grantees: the National

Science Foundation, the Energy Research and Development Administration,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Departmentof
Defense.
Efforts are also underway to develop appropriate and effective ways to
extend the requirements in the guidelinesto research supported by private

funds. In the meanwhileit is anticipated that voluntary compliance by the
private sector will be extensive.

Guidelines in other countries. The United Kingdom [5] has independently

developed guidelines for research with recombinant DNA. Comparison of the

Americanand Britishguidelinessuggests thatthey are similar, although precise comparisonisdifficult:becauseofdifferent'definitionsof physicalcontainmentcategories andbecauseof differing approaches:toimplementation,
required by differingnational procedures. The British document has some-

what morestringent definitions than the NIH guidelines for the lowerlevels
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of physical containment (P1 through P3): the NIH P4 specifications appear
to be more stringent than the comparable level in the British document. No

experiments are specifically prohibited by the British Report.
More precise comparison will be possible as specific experiences accumu-

late[6].
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